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INTRODUCTION

Welcome to BEcryptoVIP.

Are you one of those who are waiting for the widespread adoption of cryptocurrencies 
in your daily life?

The ability to withdraw cryptocurrencies to cash almost instantly and without high 
transaction fees? Is the implementation of direct cryptocurrency payments for goods 
and services? 

There are 300 million cryptocurrency users worldwide, and their use is growing every There are 300 million cryptocurrency users worldwide, and their use is growing every 
year. The digital world is evolving rapidly, and connecting to the physical world is 
becoming increasingly important. In response to these changes, we are introducing 
BEcryptoVIP, the world's first NFT-based VIP club for cryptocurrency enthusiasts. 
Membership in the club reduces transaction fees associated with cryptocurrency 
exchanges and provides access to tools to help you use them wisely.

The BEcryptoVIP club offers members access to exclusive services in the partner The BEcryptoVIP club offers members access to exclusive services in the partner 
network that can be purchased with cryptocurrencies.

In addition, as part of our partnership with the largest international network of 
physical cryptocurrency exchanges - Kanga, Club members receive discounts for 
trading cryptocurrencies on exchanges around the world. A dedicated Proof-of-Stake 
account where you can earn commissions generated by AirDance EXCHANGE by 
participating in the liquidity pool.

At the heart of the entire ecosystem is the $BE token and NFT collection serving as an At the heart of the entire ecosystem is the $BE token and NFT collection serving as an 
entry card to the BEcryptoVIP Club community.
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WHO IS BECRYPTOVIP MEMBERSHIP FOR?

WHO IS THE MEMBERSHIP FOR?

BEcryptoVIP is for people for whom cryptocurrencies are part of their lives. With 
membership in the club, they can also become a part of their daily lives.

 For those who value investing in cryptocurrencies:
Up to 60% discount on fiat <-> cryptocurrency trading on exchanges around the 
world,
Participation in the AirDance EXCHANGE Operational PoS Liquidity Pool
Make your trading process faster and easier with a fully automated OTC tool

For those who love freedom, travel and convenience:
A personal assistant for your needs in the areas of travel, entertainment and daily A personal assistant for your needs in the areas of travel, entertainment and daily 
life.

For everyday people who want to pay with cryptocurrencies:
Access to exclusive offers, discounts and cryptocurrency payment features from 
our partners. 

For those who celebrate life:
Access to various partner events
BEcryptoVIP also offers events specifically for club members.BEcryptoVIP also offers events specifically for club members.

We want people to have more and be able to do more with their crypto wallets, 
enjoying life and anything it could give.
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NFT can be purchased with $BE tokens, only at 
becryptovip.io. You can choose NFT within one of the six 
available collections, which define the level of membership 
and possible benefits.

For $BE token holders, an important note is that up to their For $BE token holders, an important note is that up to their 
95% spent on the purchase of NFTs will be burned forever, 
and 5% will be transferred to the PoS tool to be used for profit 
sharing among all $BE holders.
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HOW TO BECOME A MEMBER? 

We are working hard to make trading on cryptocurrency exchanges safer, easier and 
more enjoyable, providing cryptocurrency holders with the additional benefits that 
BEcryptoVIP membership can provide. We believe that blockchain is a forward-looking 
technology that gives us the opportunity to invest in promising business projects. Our 
mission is to accelerate the adoption of cryptocurrencies into everyday life by providing 
a wide range of services and experiences for club members.

MISSION

Our vision is a reality where using a cryptocurrency wallet is simple and hassle-free for 
everyone. Not only for those who need to exchange large amounts of cash for virtual 
currency, but also for those who want to buy goods and services with virtual currency. 
We want more people to own a cryptocurrency wallet, do more, enjoy life and all it has 
to offer.

VISION



The BEcryptoVIP token ecosystem consists of $BE and NFT tokens, which are, in 
their essence, entrances to the exclusive BEcryptoVIP club. We designed their 
functionalities in such a way that they complement and intertwine with each 
other. This is how they are shaped for $BE tokens:

1) The primary utility of $BE tokens is their payment function in the internal 
BEcryptoVIP ecosystem. The $BE tokens are primarily a gateway to 
purchasing NFTs that allow you to participate in the BEcryptoVIP club. 
2) You can sell the tokens you don't use to purchase NFTs on the secondary 2) You can sell the tokens you don't use to purchase NFTs on the secondary 
market or stake them, receiving more $BE tokens as a reward.
3) Rewards from staking are derived from the deflationary nature of $BE 
tokens. 5% of the tokens used to purchase NFT will be distributed through the 
Kanga PoS tool for reuse.
4) The remaining 95% of the $BE tokens with which NFTs will be purchased are 4) The remaining 95% of the $BE tokens with which NFTs will be purchased are 
destined to be burned. In this way, we drastically reduce the available supply 
of tokens on the market.

$BE tokens can be purchased through Initial Exchange Offering on the Kanga 
Exchange and on becryptovip.io. Staking of $BE tokens is done on the Kanga 
Exchange using the Kanga PoS tool.

$BE TOKEN UTILITY
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AIRDANCE EXCHANGE OPERATING POS

AirDance EXCHANGE is the largest international network of stationary 
cryptocurrency exchange offices operating in close cooperation with Kanga 
Exchange. In 18 months of operation, the AirDance EXCHANGE + Kanga 
Exchange network has grown to more than 350 outlets recording millions of 
dollars in turnover.

The opportunity to participate in the liquidity pool of the is a benefit reserved The opportunity to participate in the liquidity pool of the is a benefit reserved 
exclusively for members of the BEcryptoVIP club. AirDance EXCHANGE 
Operating PoS works on the basis of participants providing liquidity in 
stablecoins to AirDance EXCHANGE. In return, they are given the right to receive 
a portion of the commission on executed transactions. BEcryptoVIP club 
members participate in the distribution of the AirDance EXCHANGE Operating 
PoS prize pool on a preferential basis.

AirDance EXCHANGE transfers 1% of the commission on the value of each AirDance EXCHANGE transfers 1% of the commission on the value of each 
transaction to the Operating PoS, regardless of the amount of funds collected on 
it. The process is fully automated. The rewards are accumulated in the 
Operational PoS and distributed collectively to its participants each day in 
proportion to the number of a participant's share of the liquidity pool for that 
day. BEcryptoVIP Club members will also receive some extra rewards.

The AirDance EXCHANGE Operating PoS has been in operation since May 15, The AirDance EXCHANGE Operating PoS has been in operation since May 15, 
2022 on the Kanga Exchange. The stablecoin currently used in the Operational 
PoS is omegaPLN, the Kanga Exchange's native stablecoin. As of the date of this 
document, the APY worked out in the model described above has fluctuated 
between 30-85% depending on the day. With the continued expansion of 
AirDance EXCHANGE, we look forward to further record results.
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ROUND $BE TOKEN

TOKENOMICS

Name: BEcryptoVIP token
Ticker: $BE
Blockchain: Ethereum
Contract address: 0xdfE1B517b3B591D9de5D5F945233D013c455E3b1
Price at IEO: $1
Initial supply $3,333,333BE
Max supply: $99,999,990 $BEMax supply: $99,999,990 $BE
Number of planned rounds: 30 (three per year for 10 years)

Time
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DISTRIBUTION OF TOKENS

The supply of $BE is 99,999,990 tokens. 100% of the tokens are targeted for sale 
over 10 years.

Equitable distribution of tokens is a priority for us, which is why we have Equitable distribution of tokens is a priority for us, which is why we have 
abandoned the free allocation of $BE to founders and teams. For the same 
reason, we do not conduct private sale rounds at discounted prices. The rules for 
changing the price over time are known to everyone from the very beginning. 
Nevertheless, in our opinion, early adopters deserve correspondingly better 
terms, hence the increasing price over the years.
Since $BE is a service token, failure to sell all the tokens does not jeopardize the Since $BE is a service token, failure to sell all the tokens does not jeopardize the 
project or the token's valuation. Any unsold tokens will be allocated in the 
company's vault. We will use the tokens accumulated in the vault to cover needs 
for liquidity provision, marketing collaborations or partnerships.
Our overriding goal is to make $BE tokens immediately usable. Therefore, we 
have refrained from introducing vesting and other mechanisms that impede the 
use of tokens.
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Time

ALLOCATION OF FUNDS

$BE TOKEN SUPPLY

Part of the funds raised from the sale of $BE tokens will be used to cover the 
costs of the ventures listed in the roadmap. However, tokens should not be 
treated as traditional capital raising for the cryptocurrency world.

The $BE tokens function primarily as a gateway to purchase admission tickets (in 
the form of NFTs) to an exclusive club that allows its members to save millions of 
dollars in commissions on large-scale transactions.

In addition, part of the funds will be used to provide liquidity to the token market.

*The $BE token supply assuming that 100% of the tokens will be sold, and then 
80% of them will be used to purchase NFT.
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NFT OF THE BECRYPTOVIP CLUB
For those who become members of the BEcryptoVIP club by purchasing NFTs, we 
have prepared a special offer. We have divided the NFTs themselves into six 
collections, each with a different entry threshold and different benefits. A club 
member's rank depends on the collection to which the highest-value NFT he or she 
owns belongs.

The benefits of membership in the elite BEcryptoVIP club are as follows:

1) a significant reduction in the cost of exchanging at cryptocurrency exchange 1) a significant reduction in the cost of exchanging at cryptocurrency exchange 
offices belonging to BEcryptoVIP and club partners,
2) access to BEcryptoVIP concierge services,
3) access to exclusive offers and events organized by the club and its partners,
4) the opportunity to participate in the liquidity pool.

The specific benefits associated with having a level in the BEcryptoVIP club are 
described in the table below:

NFTs of the BeCrypto VIP club can be purchased at becryptovip.io by exchanging a 
number of $BE tokens depending on the current token price.

Whales Sharks Dolphins Fish Octopuses Crabs

Membership price $100k $50k $10k $5k $3k $1k

Crypto Exchange Discounts 60% 30% 15%

Savings simulation* $252k $63k $16k

Concierge BEcryptoVIP

Earning on Liquidity Pool

Available slot for allocation in 
PoS

up to 
$1 mln

up to 
$500k

up to 
$100k

up to 
$50k

up to 
$30k

up to 
$10k

Special offers and events

Term of membership 365 days 365 days 365 days Unlimited Unlimited Unlimited
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PARTNERSHIPS

AIRDANCE EXCHANGE – one of the fastest growing international network of 

crypto exchange offices backed by Kanga Exchange and its Kanga Local service, 

i.e. the possibility of making transactions with natural persons, ready to buy and 

sell cryptocurrencies for cash:

KANGA EXCHANGE – platform providing OTC tools to conduct any operations in 

crypto 

     BEcryptoVIP functioning is enabled by strategic partnerships with:
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WATCHCOLLECTIONS.IO – online and physical store with luxury 

watches, bags and jewelry which could be bought for crypto

Partnerships with other providers of services and goods in travel, entertainment and other industries will be presented on later stages. 

Emmar, CityStar, Palma Holding, Damac  – real estate 

companies in Dubai, which are ready to offer great deals for 

our members

- and many others.
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TEAM

Łukasz Wargala is a businessman, investor and owner of the
AirDance, WatchCollections and DANCE coin brands. 
He is a successful moto racer, the second Polish athlete in the
history of Moto GP. He is also an amateur golfer, winner of
many tournaments in Poland and abroad.

Łukasz Wargala 
Founder & CEO

Vladimir Sharapov

Anastasia Tkach

Kate Chernyshova Dion Humolli Gana Begu

Anna Piwowarska

Partnerships Director

CMO

Marketing & AdvertisingHead of the UAE branch Head of UK branch

Project ManagementVisual Artist 3D artist

Web product manager Graphic designer

Rostik Tkach Yurii Basanskyi

Vita Tkach Khomchenko Ann



ROADMAP
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